
We are ready to make our videos for Vocal Jazz.  The videos need to be uploaded to the Google
Drive link in this email no later than Friday, April 30.  If you don't get your video in by the 30th you will
not be a part of the final product.

1.  Do not wear headphones or ear buds.  Because we are going to sync the video to the audio we
recorded in Sound Trap and not use the audio from the video file you should play the audio track
through your device's speakers and not through headphones or ear buds.  This is different than the
Mark Video.

2.  Use the audio track that is attached to this email. It includes a "clap" that you need to do (you will
hear Matt's voice telling you to clap with him and then counting off).  The clap will help Mark
Recording line up all of the videos with the audio.

3. Remember to wear all black, remember to be in the center of the video frame, remember to have a
neutral background to record against, and for instrumentalists remember to have the instrument in the
frame also.   You can see the Mark Recording video at this link if you need a refresher.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqa8je4ac4c 

4. Since we are not using the audio from you video recordings make sure that you words match the
recording attached to this email.  This is especially important for the scat solos, and guitar and drum
solos (Hunter for the drum trading fours if you play toms in the recording attached to this email make
sure you play toms in the video recording).

5. While the audio isn't being used from your video make sure to sing out and play full strength and
be full of energy and life.  Record your video with the mindset that we are going to use that audio.

6. Submit your video into the Google Drive folder at this link.  Be sure to put your video in the folder
for your voice or instrumental part.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Y_k9MbFJDfKbrkcr0UtE7cdhJdYC1orf?usp=sharing

Remember, April 30 is the deadline.
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